Introduction: the issues of church property are under the jurisdiction of several branches of law and not limited to civil regulation. The special status of the subject possessing this property (the Church), the historical experience of regulating the property for religious purposes motivate to search for legal models and general principles to construct the legal regime of the property in question. The complexity of legal regimes of property for religious purposes in places for confinement is explained by the fact that this property functions in the conditions of the restricted access requirements and balancing between the norms of positive law and church canons, which are the original norms regulating property for religious purposes. Purpose: to develop a scientific theoretical model of the legal regime of property for religious purposes in places for confinement, based on the analysis of norms of canon law and Russian legislation, the historical and foreign experience and modern practice of ministration in prisons; to make proposals on the methods for incorporating this model in both civil and criminal legislation. Methods: the research is based on theoretical methods (dialectical, systemic juridical, historical), methods of comparative analysis of statistical and specific sociological researches, empirical methods (in-
воречия
Introduction
Convicts, who have the right to profess or not to profess any religion, to freely choose, hold and disseminate religious views, and to act in accordance with them while enduring their punishment, are guaranteed the freedom of conscience and the freedom of religion. The institutions executing criminal punishment associated with the isolation of convicts from the society, allow convicts to go through religious ceremonies, to use cult objects and religious literature, including in the rooms specially assigned by the administration of the mentioned facilities for these purposes (Article 14 of the Penal Code of the Russian Federation, hereinafter referred to as the RF PC). The right to the freedom of conscience and freedom of religion can be exercised in different forms, which are to be observed by the administration of the institutions and bodies executing criminal punishment. The legal regulation of the interaction between religious organizations and the penal system is of no little importance for practicing this constitutional freedom of an individual.
History of Interaction between Religious Organizations and the Penal System of Russia
The interaction of the Russian Orthodox Church (hereinafter referred to as the ROC) and the penal system of Russia (hereinafter -the PS) was initiated by concluding the Agreement of Cooperation between the Russian Ministry of Justice and the Russian Orthodox Church on December 21, 1999. For the interaction development, all the dioceses established diocesan committees on cooperating with the law-enforcement bodies which coordinate the activities of the clergy in the places for confinement. In addition, the chief dioceses and the heads of the territorial bodies of the Federal Penitentiary Service concluded bilateral agreements on cooperation which allowed for the clergy's access to correctional facilities for the spiritual guidance of convicts and the confined [5, pp. 8-18] .
Over the last years, the institution of ministering in prison have been actually established in correctional facilities executing criminal punishment in the form of imprisonment; the property for religious purposes was created (first of all, churches, chapels, mosques, prayer rooms, etc.). With this, there was no legislative basis for this institution's functioning, many problems were solved at the facilities in the way preferred by their managers. There were also no researches conducted on the issues under study in this paper.
After the Synodal Department of the Patriarchate of Moscow on Ministering in Prisons was established on March 5, 2010, the questions concerning the interaction between religious organizations' representatives and employees of the penal system in the law-making regions, issues of training the priests ministering in correctional facilities, improvement of the legislation, changes into the RF PC, development of the relevant legal framework within the penitentiary system turned to be quicker in settling. However, many legal and organizational issues remain unsettled, and there is no sufficient scientific research and grounds for addressing them. One of such problems is the necessity to establish the legal regime of the property for religious purposes and other cult objects used by the ROC for ministering and other ceremonial events in the places for confinement.
As the Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia reports, as of January 1, 2017, there were 642 cult objects functioning at correctional facilities: Resulting from the cooperation agreement between the Russian Federal Penal Service and the ROC, with blessing of Patriarch Kirill of Moscow and All Russia, emergency funds at orthodox livings were created for the convicts being released from prison [5, pp. 8-19] .
The buildings of prison churches are mainly erected on the restricted access territories of correctional facilities and are under their operative administration; within the penitentiary system, there are no legal acts for passing them over to be supervised by the corresponding religious organizations. Correspondingly, the position of the penal system representatives is not defined concerning the future of the property for religious purposes and the legal forms of settling the issues associated with its use. Against this background, the ROC representatives voice reasonable fears concerning the possible situations when the churches will not be used for their direct purpose and exceptionally by the religious organization that had built them. Moreover, every piece of property should be legally confirmed, particularly the church property, which can be involved into civil and other relations only after it passes through the legal regulation procedures.
Problems of the Religious Property Legal Regime
The legal issues of possessing and using religious property are one of the most important and complicated problems for the society. In the literature, a reasonable attention is given to the fact that the active disputes on the church property are connected with numerous problems that had not been solved before 1917 [4, p. 15] . Historically formed principal approaches to the legal regulation of church property are now being restored, whereas in the PS this process is only expected to start. For this reason, one of the questions for overcoming disagreements in the relations of the ROC / other confessions and the Federal Penitentiary Service is the legal regime of the religious purpose property located in the places for confinement. The complicat- 1 Brief description of the penal system. Available at: http:// фсин.рф/structure/inspector/iao/statistika/Kratkaya%20har-ka %20UIS (accessed 01.02.2017).
ed character of this question results from the fact that, together with the theoretical justification of the civil legal issues concerning religious property and aspects of property relations involving it, of great importance is legal definition of the procedures of its usage, taking into account the fact it is located at the objects with special administrative legal requirements.
The general principles of such regimes originate from the civil law sector as they use the legal norms defining the basis of any property existence and functioning. In this case, the basis is the model of legal regulation of the religious purpose property which is now being developed in Russia, while the mechanism of such property legal regulation in the conditions of confinement, the criteria of its classification inside positive law and legislation, setting the order of its functioning, its development and improvement need scientific research.
Originally, the institute of regulation of property for religious purposes developed in canon law. It made its way from enjoying the full autonomy in the form of church property (15) (16) th centuries) to being limited by legal state acts (17-19 th centuries). Starting from the second half of the 19 th century, the legal regime of property for religious purposes turns to be additionally regulated by the state; the norms of positive law prevail in the legal regulation mechanism, as compared to those of canon law. However, this period was not long: after the revolution of 1917, a cut version of the institution of property was introduced into the civil legislation, which did not provide for such a form of property as property of religious organizations. Moreover, according to the Decree of the RSFSR Council of People's Commissars of January 23, 1918 "On the Separation of Church from State and School from Church" 2 , the ROC and other religious communities lost their rights as legal persons and, correspondingly, any opportunity to use and manage the property for religious purposes. However, these are the things of the past. Today religious organizations are subjects of civil law and are granted with all the necessary means for participating in social relations preserving their internal administrating. In the opinion of N. I. Alekseeva, when developing the legal regime of the property for religious purposes, it is necessary to consider all the components of the Russian society legal system together with the international norms, which are included thereto, and the canon norms, which are the constituents of the religious organizations' Charters [1, pp. 114-121] . Sharing N. I. Alekseeva's views, we should note that there is a need for a unified concept of regulating the property for religious purposes providing unity of the norms of canon law and positive law. There are several reasons why the concept is necessary.
Firstly, the adequate existence of the mechanism of legal regulation of property relations with regard to the religious purpose property, and the use of this mechanism are only possible in case the provisions of canon law covering the ownership of religious property are transformed into the norms of positive (and not exceptionally civil) law. Secondly, the ROC and other religious organizations are getting more and more active in participating in the activities of the state organizations and bodies (military forces, penal system -especially, places for confinement, hospitals and others), where has been accumulated a significant amount of religious property that requires legal regulation by the positive law norms.
Regarding such property, the ROC has formulated principal criteria of its legal regime 1 , which unfortunately were not properly supported by the norms of positive law in the relevant branches (civil law, criminal procedural law or others).
With this, it is noteworthy that the development of the religious property legal regimes in correctional facilities cannot be performed with no research on the modern concept of the state concerning property of religious organizations, which actually exists and is legislatively settled. However, this research itself is not enough, because there should be a solid theoretical platform that could be used for the creation of the legal mechanisms of regulating the property for religious purposes in places for confinement. In general, as of today, the conceptual approaches to defining the legal regime of the religious purpose property have been formulated both theoretically/ legislatively and for practical activities. The legislative basis of the religious property legal regime are the norms of the Russian Federation Constitution, stating that in the Russian Federation, private, state, municipal and other forms of property are acknowledged and equally protected (Article 8 of the RF Constitution). Thus, the constitutionally guaranteed juridical equality of the forms of ownership, their equal acknowledgement and protection mean the equal acknowledgement and equal protection of the various ownership rights by all possible and allowed means [8, pp. 4-5] .
The constitutional provisions cover the property for the religious purposes regardless of the social sphere it is used in. The property of such a purpose should obligatorily have legal grounds, including its being assigned to a definite object possessing and using it. The novelties of the Russian Federation Civil Code (hereinafter -the RF CC) regulating the legal status of religious organizations (Articles 123.26, 123.27 of the RF CC), and also of the property for religious purposes (Article 123.8 of the RF CC) are also of no little importance.
As it follows from the implication of part 2 of Article 123.26 of the RF CC, the legal status of religious organizations is regulated by civil legislation, and also by the Law "On the Freedom of Conscience and Religious Associations" 2 . With this, the principal role in regulating issues (including the civil legal issues) associated with religious organizations is delegated to the provisions of the Law "On the Freedom of Conscience and Religious Associations". In particular, such a legal regulation approach is highlighted in part 2 of Article 123.26 of the RF CC, which runs that "the provisions of this Code are applied to religious organizations if not stated otherwise by the Law "On the Freedom of Conscience and Religious Associations" or by other laws". The issues of the religious property are regulated in a similar way (part 1 of Article 123.27 of the RF CC). Therefore, Law По мнению Н. И. Алексеевой формируя , правовой режим имущества религиозного назна-чения необходимо учитывать все составляющие , правовой системы российского общества в том , числе и международные нормы которые входят , в ее состав а также канонические нормы кот , , о -рые являются составляющей частью уставов ре-лигиозных организаций с [1, . 114-121] . Согла-шаясь с Н. И. Алексеевой отметим что необх , , о -дима единая концепция регулирования со б-ственности религиозного назначения пред , у-сматривающая единство норм канонического и позитивного права Это необходимо по н . е -скольким соображениям.
Во-первых полноценное существование , , участие в механизме правового регулирования отношений собственности относительно иму-щества религиозного назначения возможно только в случае если положения канонических , норм о собственности на имущество религиоз-ного назначения трансформированы в нормы позитивного и не только гражданского права ( ) . Во-вторых РПЦ и другие религиозные , органи-зации все активней принимают участие в дея-тельности государственных учреждений и орга-нов вооруженные силы уголовно ( , -и с п о л н и -тельная система особенно места лишения св ( о -боды больницы и др где накоплено знач ), .), и-тельное имущество религиозного назначения, требующее правовой регламентации нормами позитивного права.
Применительно к такому имуществу РПЦ сформулированы основные критерии его право-вого режима 1 , , , не нашедшие к сожалению до-статочного отражения в отраслевых нормах п о-зитивного права гражданског ( о уголовно , -исполнительного или др.).
Вместе с тем необходимо заметить что с , о-здание правовых режимов имущества религиоз-ного назначения в исправительных учреждени-ях невозможно без исследования современной концепции государства относительно собстве н-ности религиозных организаций которая сущ , е -ствует в практике и обеспечивается законод а-тельством Однако этого недостаточно п . , о -скольку должна быть основательная теоретич е-ская платформа которую можно было бы и , с -пользовать для создания правовых механизмов регламентации имущества религиозного назна-чения в местах лишения свободы. are the central core of regulating the religious associations' activities in general and the religious property in particular. These two laws reflected some of the provisions of canon church law concerning the different types of the property for religious purposes. Traditionally, the property of religious purpose (the church property) is divided into the ceremony tools intended for the acts of worship, and the other church property used for specific purposes -real estate, movable property, money for maintaining churches, priests and satisfying the general church needs -for example, maintaining church schools. The ceremony tools are divided into the items which are sacred by origin and items which are sanctified. An item becomes sacred through its sanctifying or through the very character of its use. An item can be a real estate item or a movable property item. Besides churches, the sacred items are vessels (chalices, discos, lances, pyxes and others) and all the items appertaining to the altar (the Christian volume, altar crosses, coverings for the sacred vessels, coverings for altar and for the credence table).
The sanctified items are the real estate items (church houses, chapels), and movable items (laver, scoops, aspergilla, censers, chandeliers, icon lamps, candle sticks and candles fitted in them, liturgy books, bells and others). The most important church property is the building of the church where the Divine Liturgy and other servicing are held. From the moment of sanctification, the church becomes a sacred place. Some of its parts and items become untouchable for laity. For example, the Holy Doors can be entered by no one except for priests [7, pp. 420-422] .
Law the definition of the property for religious purposes and the criteria of its classification. Part 1 of Article 2 states that the "property of religious purpose is the real estate (rooms, buildings, erections, constructions, including the cultural heritage sites of the Russian Federation peoples (historical and cultural monuments); monastery, church and/or other cult complexes built for performing and/or providing such activities as ministering, other religious rituals and ceremonies, organizing prayer and religious meetings, religious training, professional religious education, monastic activities, religious devotion (pilgrimage), including buildings for temporary location of the pilgrims; and the movable property of religious purpose (items of the interior decoration of the cult buildings and erections, items intended for ministering and other religious applications)".
The principal criteria for defining the religious property, just like in the church law canons, is its purpose expressed either originally at the beginning of the construction (creation), or later by the process of its use resulting from its historical purpose.
Thus, considering the classification of the property of religious purpose adopted in the church law canon norms and the Russian legislation, this property located at correctional facilities should be recorded in groups and legitimized in documents for the possible inventory.
1. Real property of religious purpose: church and other cult complexes built for ministering, prayer and religious meetings, other religious rituals and ceremonies, for religious training, professional religious education and etc.;
2. Items of the internal decoration of the cult buildings and erections, and the things used for religious purposes (items of the church space): sacred items, items of religious worships, including belongings and components making up a unity with these items (robes, coverings, wooden panels, curtains, icon frames), items of the church decorations and architectural elements of the church, and belongings/ components making up a unity with these items, including coverings for the analogion and floats for icon lamps.
3. Auxiliary items of religious property: 
Основным критерием определения имуще-ства имеющего религиозное предназначение , , как и в канонах церковного права является его , целевое назначение выраженное либо изн , а -чально с началом строительства создания л ( ) , и -бо же процессом использования в связи с исто-рическим предназначением.
Таким образом принимая во внимание , классификацию имущества религиозного назна-чения существующую в канонических нормах , церковного права и российском законодател ь-стве имущество данного назначения наход , , я -щееся в исправительных учреждениях следует , учитывать по нескольким группам соотве , т -ственно отразив его документально в случае проведения инвентаризации:
1. Недвижимое имущество религиозного назначения: храмовые и иные культовые ко м-плексы построенные для богослужения , , молит-венных и религиозных собраний других рел , и -гиозных обрядов и церемоний обучения рел , и -гии профессионального религиозного образ , о -вания и т. п.
2. Предметы внутреннего убранства культ о-вых зданий и сооружений а также то что и , , с -пользуется для религиозных целей (предметы храмового пространства священные предметы ): , предметы религиозного поклонения в том чи , с -ле принадлежности и части составляющие с , этими предметами единое целое облачение ( , покровы иконные доски ризы рамки икон , , , ) ; предметы храмового убранства и архитектур-ные элементы храма а также принадлежности и , части составляющие с этими предметами ед , и -ное целое в том числе облачения для аналоя , , стаканчики и поплавки для лампад.
3. Вспомогательные предметы относящи , е -ся к имуществу религиозного назначения: a) items necessary for ministering, for rituals and ceremonies; b) special auxiliary items necessary for storing, adjustment, functioning and relocation of the religious property items; c) printed materials of religious purpose.
The above categories of the religious purpose property have different functions in accordance with the church law canon norms, which should be considered by the civil and penal legislation in regulating the legal regime of this property.
The norms of church law define that the churches' arrangement, their internal and external appearance should comply with the purpose. There is a special order for starting the construction works. Building and rebuilding of a church is performed with the consent of the leading bishop of the eparchy. During dismantling of a church, the material used for constructing it is considered to be sacred, and so should not be recycled in a usual way, but should be re-used for building another church. The area adjoining a church is also considered to be sacred. A special attention is given to the significance of a church as a place expressing the essence of the Church of Christ, which means the consistence of the principles of its arrangement, their canonicity on the basis of the church Tradition containing the general rules and principles of its construction [6, pp. 312-328] .
Moreover, the norms of church law include definite limitations concerning management of all the types of the church property, with the strictest rules affecting the sacred items. For example, according to the canon norms, they are not subject to any type of alienation (Apostolic Rule 73), can be used only for ministering purposes in a specific church. Transfer (but not selling) of this property to another canonical subdivision of the Russian Orthodox Church is only possible with the permission of the hierarchy. The property transfer to any state organization (including a penal system establishment) is out of question. The legal clarification is required for the questions of the ownership of churches located in the premises of correctional facilities as well as of any other property used by clergymen in rituals and ceremonies.
As the legal regime of the religious purpose property at correctional facilities of the Russian Federal Penitentiary Service is not clear, it has a negative impact onto the development of relations between religious organizations and the Peniten- With this, the current interaction between the Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia and religious organizations is characterized by an active participation of churchmen in correcting the behavior of convicts and in preventing the post-penitentiary recidivism. In the republics and regions, the territorial bodies of the Service concluded agreements on cooperation with the local diocesan authorities, assigning churchmen to every place for confinement. In a number of correctional facilities, churchmen are engaged in the focused individual work with intractable convicts. In some of the prisons, there are permanent Sunday schools attended by the interested convicts.
There are many religious organizations cooperating with the penal system. They have their own parishioners, religious property, their peculiar traditions, but they do not have a serious normative basis. For this reason, they are forced to develop internal organizational norms regulating ministering in prison, which are not capable of providing the proper level of cooperation between religious organizations and the PS establishments, as they are mandatory only for the members of the religious organization and are often even not known to the PS officials. functioning at correctional facilities of the PS, although it proposes some of the variants of establishing the church legal regime in positive legislation.
Правовой режим имущества религиозного назначения в учреждениях…
In accordance with Item 1.1 of the Regulation 1 , the canonical subdivisions of the Russian Orthodox Church (hereinafter -prison chapels) can be created and can function at the restricted access territory of the penal system facilities; with this, prison chapels can be registered as legal persons (religious organizations) or can function with no registration of the kind (Item 1.2) .
A prison chapel can be registered as a legal person (religious organization) in the form of the diocesan metochion at the address of the PS institution location; its Charter should comply with the typical form adopted by the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church, should be approved by the Eparchial Bishop and comes into effect from the moment of the state registration of the Metochion (Item 2.1, 2.2 of the Regulation).
A diocesan metochion can own or have at its disposal property necessary for organizing and maintaining the metochion's activities. In case the state property of religious purpose operatively controlled by the PS facility is granted for free use to the diocesan metochion, the PS facility's right to the operative control should be terminated in accordance with the legislation in force (Item 2.7 of the Regulation). Besides, on the basis of the Cooperation Agreement, a diocesan metochion can be located in the buildings (rooms) under the operative control of the PS facility, with no registration of the ownership rights of the diocesan metochion for these buildings (rooms) and correspondingly with no termination of the PS facility's right to the operative control of the buildings (rooms) (Item 2.8 of the Regulation).
A prison chapel can also function with no state registration as a legal person in the form of an attached prison chapel and be controlled by the canonical subdivision of the diocese of the Russian Orthodox Church (a living, a metochion, or a monastery) located as a rule in the same town or rural settlement with the PS facility ( Regulation). This canonical subdivision performs all juridically meaningful actions (including making agreements) for the convenience of the attached prison chapel and provides the attached prison chapel with the necessary ministering items and other things of daily use necessary for the pastoral care of the convicts (Item 3.2 of the Regulation).
As far as an attached prison chapel does not possess the rights of a legal person, it cannot own property or have it through other property rights (Item 3.4 of the Regulation). In case the property of the religious purpose operatively controlled by the PS establishment is transferred to the attached prison chapel to be used for its needs, the property is registered as that owned or used by the diocese or the canonical subdivision of the diocese which supervises the attached prison chapel; in this case, the PS institution's right to operative control should be terminated in accordance with the legislation in force (Item 3.5 of the Regulation).
Besides, an attached prison chapel can be located in the buildings (rooms) under the operative control of the PS establishment with no registration of the ownership rights of the diocese (or other canonical subdivision) for these buildings (rooms) and correspondingly with no termination of the PS establishment's right to operative control of the buildings (rooms); in this case, the diocese/another canonical subdivision and the PS establishment conclude an Agreement of Cooperation (Item 3.6 of the Regulation).
Thus, in accordance with the current legislation, the following variants are possible for legitimizing the relations concerning the use by a religious organization of the buildings (rooms) located at the territory of the PS establishments: 1) assigning the religious purpose buildings (rooms), including newly built ones, located at the territory of the PS establishment for a free use;
2) obtaining ownership of the religious purpose building (room), including newly-build ones, located at the territory of the PS establishment;
3) concluding a Cooperation Agreement with the Administration of the Federal Penitentiary Service, which allows the PS establishment to retain the operative control right regarding the building (room). In this case, the religious organization does not obtain property rights for the 1) получение здания помещения религ ( ) и о з -ного назначения в том числе вновь постр ( оенно-го расположенного на режимной терр ), итории учреждения УИС в безвозмездное пол , ь з о в а н и е ; 2) получение здания помещения религ ( ) и -озного назначения в том числе вновь построе ( н -ного расположенного на режимной территории ), учреждения УИС в собственность , ; 3) заключение с УФСИН Соглашения о с о-трудничестве по которому учреждение УИС , сохраняет право оперативного управления в от-ношении здания помещения Религиозная о ( ) . р -ганизация в этом случае не приобретает имуще-building but can use it for performing the types of activities as per the Charter listed in the Cooperation Agreement.
Item 4.2 of Chapter 4 the mentioned Regulation runs that diocesan bishops at their own discretion choose the most acceptable variant from the four variants of using the buildings of churches located at correctional facilities. However, the above ways of defining the status of churches located in places for confinement are proposed by the Russian Orthodox Church but are not settled in the official state legislation and are not legitimate.
Before these variants are settled in the legislation, they are to be approved by the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federation, which is the federal body of executive power having the functions of development and implementation of the state policy and normative legal regulation in the sphere of executing criminal punishment, and by the Federal Penitentiary Service, acting as the subject of contractual relations on cooperation with the ROC.
At present, chapels and prayer rooms are under the operative control of the administration of correctional facilities, and the representatives of the diocesan clergy are allowed to hold services therein. This regime has been practiced for more than twenty years, and this state of things has not provoked objections neither from the administration of the divisions of the Russian Federal Penitentiary Service nor from the diocesan bishops. With this, in the opinion of the chairman of the Synod Department of the Patriarchate of Moscow, bishop Irinarch of Krasnogorsk, there is a need for decisions at the government level for the legitimization of these relations [5, pp. 57-83] . Law-making activities are required, including these within the penitentiary system, aimed at creating the legal basis for the institute of religious property in the places for confinement.
Over recent years, all the joint efforts of the Synod Department for Ministering in Prisons and the Russian Federal Penitentiary Service were aimed at forming the institution of prison clergymen and creating the legislative basis for this purpose. As a result, Federal Law of April 20, 2015 No. 103-FZ was adopted, which introduced changes and amendments to Article 14 of the RF Penal Code regulating the procedure for conducting religious rituals in different types of correctional facilities in the conditions of confinement. This law also introduced into the RF Penal Code the following innovation: "For the purpose of assuring freedom of consciousness and religion for the convicts in establishments executing punishment, the federal body of the penal system concludes cooperation agreements with the centralized religious organizations registered in compliance with the established procedure. In accordance with the mentioned agreements, the territorial bodies of the penal system are entitled to conclude cooperation agreements with the centralized religious organizations registered in compliance with the established procedure, with the approval of the federal body of the penal system" (Part 4.1 of Article 14 of the RF Penal Code).
The analysis of the work of territorial bodies of the penal system on cooperating with religious organizations shows that they actively use these legislative changes. Practically in all the constituent units of the Russian Federation agreements were concluded for the cooperation of the territorial bodies of the penal system with the officially registered centralized religious organizations. Moreover, such agreements are concluded directly between correctional institutions and religious organizations, what is obviously important in the absence of the legislative basis.
This innovation of the penal legislation creates the opportunities for establishing contractual relations concerning the use of the property of religious purpose, implementation of measures on the appropriate decoration of churches, construction of new churches etc. With this, texts of the contracts do not practically include the provisions about the legal regime of a church on the premises of correctional facilities, about the legal forms of its link with the specific religious organization, about the period of its use and its future in case the correctional facilities are closed or reorganized (for the period from 2011 to 2016, 87 correctional facilities were liquidated for different reasons).
Agreements of cooperation with the ROC concluded by territorial regulatory bodies of the penal system mainly contain general provisions with no specification of the issues which have not yet been settled by the legislation. It is noteworthy that clergymen themselves do not show interest in Правовой режим имущества религиозного назначения в учреждениях… the issues of the prison church legal regime and its future. Interviews with clergymen (priests and archpriests) who have been serving for more than 20 years in the places for confinement and in pretrial detention centers shows that 75 % of the respondents deem it not practical to change anything in the legal status of churches (satisfied with everything); 18 % of the respondents think that some legal reforms are needed for the clearness of the church legal status (to regularize it); 7 % of the respondents were uncertain about their position on the issue in question.
Those who were against changing the church legal regime explain their position by being worried about the possible situation when the churches are transferred to the formal ownership of the ROC with no real right to ownership as the church is located at the territory of a restricted access facility and so the penal system officials would interfere in the church activities; it would also be difficult to bring other persons (for example, choir men) to the church, to supply the church with the items necessary for worships and so on. There were some other arguments given, in particular the necessity to pay for the communal services rendered to the church whereas there is no benefaction in the prison church. Thus, even a small survey on the question in study speaks for different problems requiring solutions. One of the ways to solve them, even in case when the basic principles of the prison church regime are defined, is to have these questions covered by the agreements of cooperation between the dioceses and the regulatory bodies of the penal system in the Russian Federation constituent entities.
Foreign and Russian Historical Experience of Cooperation between Religious Organizations and Correctional Institutions
The practice of the contractual regulation of relations between the Church and the government authorities, municipal authorities and the penal system institutions is well-developed in foreign states, which does not exclude the legislative regulation of the most important issues. However, as legislation is not able to cover all the factors, the contractual regulation of relations, especially those associated with property, is given a principal meaning. The legislation settles only the main principles of regulating the religious organizations' property rights. All other issues are regulated by special contracts (concordats) aimed at harmonizing canonical norms with public law [14] . This is a uniform practice of the European Union, being developed in the states on the basis of the international legal property regulation documents [11] . Such contracts are not necessarily concluded at the country level, vice versait is preferred that they have a regional status at the place of the religious organization's registration and activities. For example, in Germany, the authority to conclude contracts with religious organizations is delegated to the federated states [12] . In Poland [15] and other countries, the questions covering the relations of the governmental agencies and religious organization are treated in a similar way.
The national practice of the contractual regulation of relations with religious organizations, including relations concerning their estate property of religious purpose, extends to include prison establishments as well [13] . Although there are some specific features, because in the majority of the European countries priests are on the staff of prison establishments and provide the realization of the freedom of conscience for convicts exercising different religions, and in some of the states churches are jointly used by the convicted Catholics and orthodox Christians. For example, in prisons of the federal state of Bavaria, members of the EvangelicLutheran Church and of the Catholic living work together. In large prisons, priests are included into the staff, in smaller prisons they visit the convicts as part-time employees, organize worships and individual talks. They keep in touch with the relatives of the convicts, help and support the convicts in searching for new life opportunities after their release. In Austria, relations between the state and the Roman Catholic Church are also regulated not by the law but by the Contract (Concordat) of 1933. Along with staff chaplains, voluntary priests are involved in worship activities in prisons, who, in spite of their theological education, should be legally and psychologically prepared. Irrespective of what religion is practiced by the prison chaplains or voluntary priests, in accordance with the international standards on human rights they are to provide the freedom of conscience of the convicts and an opportunity to use the prison church or prayer room [15] .
It is necessary to clarify that the European practice of the contractual relations between the penal system institutions and religious organizations can be borrowed to be introduced into the Russian practice, but there should be a critical
вовом режиме тюремного храма и его дальней-шей судьбе Проведенное интервьюирование . священников иереи и протоиереи более лет ( ) , 2 0 несущих послушание в местах лишения свобо-ды и следственных изоляторах свидетельств , у -ет: 75 % , опрошенных считают что нецелесооб-разно менять что-то в правовом положении храмов все устраивает ( ) ;1 8 % , полагают что нужны какие-то правовые реформы с целью определенности в правовом положении храма ( ) ;7 упорядоченности % затрудняются сформ у-лировать позицию по исследуемой проблеме.
Высказавшиеся против изменения правово-го режима храмов аргументировали свой ответ опасением что в случае передачи храмов в со , б -ственность РПЦ полноценного права собствен-ности не возникнет поскольку храм находится , на режимной территории сотрудники УИС по : -прежнему будут вмешиваться в деятельность храма также затруднительно будет провести в ; храм других лиц например певчих пополнять ( , ) , храм необходимыми дл я богослужений предме-тами и др Приводились и другие аргументы в . , частности что надо будет оплачивать комм , у -нальные услуги по храму а денежных сборов , , как известно тюремный храм не имеет Таким , . образом даже небольшое социологическое и , с -следование по рассматриваемым позициям сви-детельствует о различных проблемах требу , ю-щих решения Следует заметить что даже в том . , случае когда основные принципы правового , режима тюремных храмов будут определены, необходимо указывать в договорах о взаим о-действии епархий и органов управления УИС в субъектах Российской Федерации конкретные пункты по вышеназванным вопросам.
Зарубежный и российский исторический опыт взаимодействия религиозных организаций и исправительных учреждений
Практика договорного регулирования вза и-моотношений Церкви и органов власти мун , и-ципалитетов а также тюремных учреждений , развита в зарубежных государствах что не и , с -ключает законодательного регулирования нек о-торых наиболее важных вопросов Но поскол . ь -ку в законодательстве всех моментов пред у-смотреть нельзя то договорному регулиров , а -нию отношений особенно имущественного х , а -рактера придается основное значение В зак , . о -нодательстве закрепляются только основные принципы регулирования имущественных прав религиозных организаций Все иные вопросы . регламентируются в специальных договорах ( ) , конкордатах направленных на согласование канонических норм с публичным правом [14] . Это единая практика Евросоюза развиваемая в , государствах на основании международных до-кументов о правовой регламентации собственно-сти [11] . Такие договоры не обязательно заклю-чать на общегосударственном уровне наоборот , , предпочтительней чтобы они имели регионал , ь -ный уровень по месту регистрации и деятельн , о -сти религиозной организации Например в Ге . , р -мании полномочия по заключению договоров с религиозными организациями государство деле-гирует федеральным землям [12] . Аналогичным образом решаются вопросы взаимоотношений государственных структур и религиозных орга-низаций в Польше [15] и других государствах.
Общегосударственная практика договорн о-го регулирования отношений с религиозными организациями в том числе относительно их , недвижимого имущества религиозного назначе-ния распространяется и на тюремные учрежд , е -ния [13] .
. Хотя имеются некоторые особенности Так в большинстве европейских стран свяще , н -ники состоят в штатах тюремных учреждений и обеспечивают реализацию свободы совести за-ключенными различных вероисповеданий а в , некоторых государствах даже храмы использ у-ются осужденными католиками и православны-ми совместно Например в тюрьмах . , федераль-ной земли Бавария работают представители евангелическо-лютеранской церкви и католич е-ского прихода Баварии В крупных тюрьмах . священники включены в штаты тюремных со-трудников а в менее крупных посещают закл , ю -ченных как внештатные сотрудники проводят , церковные службы коллективные и индивид , у -альные беседы Они поддерживают контакты с . родственниками осужденных оказывают осу , ж -денным помощь и поддержку в поиске новых жизненных возможностей после освобождения. В Австрии взаимоотношения между государ-ством и римско-католической церковью также определяет не закон а договор конкордат от , ( ) 1933 г Наряду со штатными капелланами к . служению в тюрьмах привлекаются священни-ки-волонтеры которые несмотря на теологич , , е -ское образование должны иметь правовую и , психологическую подготовку Вне зависимости . от того какую религию исповедует тюремный , капеллан или священники из волонтеров они , обязаны в , соответствии с международными стандартами по правам человека, обеспечить свободу совести заключенных и создать воз-можность пользования тюремным храмом или молельной комнатой [15] .
Необходимо заметить что европейскую , практику договорных отношений исправитель-ных учреждений и религиозных организаций можно заимствовать с целью имплементации в российской действительности но на основе , attitude, the Russian specific realities and the differences in the types of penal establishments should be taken into account [16] . The correctional facilities where the convicts live collectively in usual rooms and can walk around the territory with the permission of the administration significantly differ from the European prisons where the convicts are kept in wards. The Russian multi-religious nature should also be taken into account, as well as the historical status of the ROC and the presence of regions where convicts exercising another religion prevail. Seemingly, the mentality of a Russian believer can hardly accept the universalism of the church used for worships by the orthodox Christians and Catholics in turn. The rules of the church autonomy and the rules of its belonging to a definite religious community have been developing for centuries. For historical reasons, worships of the Russian orthodox church are performed in churches, chapels, family chapels or other specially equipped rooms, and no other religious organizations are allowed to hold service there. For the Christians, a church is a supreme canonical establishment having specific features and characteristics described in the Christian canonic sources (the Bible, the Gospel and others). That is why the European experience of having one (common) church or prayer room for the related religions is hardly acceptable, and in correctional facilities it can be a potential reason for conflicts between the convicts. The penal legislation states that the administration of correctional facilities, when allowing for the religious ceremonies and rituals of the convicts, allocates the corresponding building (erection, room) at the territory of the penal facilities and provides the corresponding conditions defined in the cooperation agreements with the religious organizations registered as appropriate (Part 3 of Article 14 of the RF PC). Such legislative provisions result from the principle of the equality of all the religions (those not prohibited by the legislation) and the equality of all the convicts before the law (Article 8 of the RF PC).
The same principles should be the basement for the property relations or relations concerning the use of the religious purpose property, both types of the relations being included into the sphere of the civil regulation in spite of the specific character of this property and of the subject that owns it (the Church as a special subject of the civil society and of the state political relations) in the places for confinement. For this reason, the interbranch cooperation is needed, as well as the creation of the civil law norms in this sphere, with the account for the penal legal relations during the confinement, for the special features of their subjects and for the process of the penal regulation.
These are not absolutely new aspects of the civil regulation of property relations in the conditions of confinement, because all the issues relating to the property of the convicts were researched in the scientific literature [9] . But the special character of the religious purpose property, the use of this property by the ROC and the convicts in the places for confinement, the primary regulation by the church law norms and partial regulation by the state law (by the laws discussed above) inspires to search for new approaches of civil law-making focused on the penal system, and for the examples of such lawmaking in the legislative history and practice of other countries.
When defining the general framework of the legal regime of the religious property, the principles of its status in the system of positive state law and its participation in the civil turnover, questions arise about some specific spheres of the ROC activities and their legal regulation correspondingly. In particular, we mean the penal system, which, besides civil legal regimes of the property functioning, faces some other issues outside the civil law regulation.
A vivid example of this is the property for religious purposes at correctional facilities executing criminal punishment in the form of confinement, as well as the entire religious policy being followed during recent years. The peculiar feature of the religious ministering in the places for confinement, as opposed to, for example, the Military Forces or hospitals, is determined by the specificity of the administrative legal regimes of the correctional facilities' functioning, by the requirements of the regime and by the rules of internal regulation that are set by penal law. When creating the institution of prison ministering, a special attention is given to numerous problems which seem relatively new for the penal system Нельзя сказать что это исключительно н , о -вые аспекты гражданско-правового регулирова-ния имущественных отношений в условиях ли-шения свободы поскольку вопросы имущества , осужденных к лишению свободы исследовались в научной литературе но особенности им [9] , у-щества религиозного назначения пользование , им представителями РПЦ и осужденными в ме-стах лишения свободы первичная регламент , а -ция нормами церковного права и частично го с-ударственного законами рассмотренными в ( , ы -ше побуждают к поиску новых подходов гра ) ж -данско-правового законотворчества ориентир , о -ванного на уголовно-исполнительную систему, а также примеров такого законотворчества в истории и практике законотворчества других государств.
При определении общих основ правового режима имущества религиозного назначения, принципов его положения в системе позитивно-го государственного права и участия в общ е-гражданском обороте возникают вопросы о н е-которых специфических сферах деятельности РПЦ и ее правового регулирования соответ-ственно В частности уголовно . , -исполнительная система где помимо гражданско , , -правовых ре-жимов по поводу имущества возникают и др , у -гие вопросы находящие за пределами регул , и -рования гражданского права.
Характерным в этом плане является имуще-ство религиозного назначения в исправитель-ных учреждениях исполняющих уголовное , наказание в виде лишения свободы как со , , б-ственно и вся религиозная политика провод , , и -мая в этой сфере в последние годы Особе . н-ность религиозного служения в исправительных учреждениях в отличие например от Воор , , , у -женных сил или больниц определяется спец , и -фикой административно-правовых режимов функционирования исправительных учрежде-ний требованиями режима и правилами вну , т -реннего распорядка устанавливаемыми уголо , в -но-исполнительным законодательством Созд . а-вая институт тюремного служения внимание , акцентируется на многих проблемах относ , и-тельно новых для уголовно-исполнительной but are not new in fact. There is a vast Russian historical experience of prison ministering and legal regulation of the associated issues, including those concerning the property for religious purposes. Some of the legal regulation elements, the legal forms of regulating the religious property in the places for confinement can be borrowed from the European legislation and practice of cooperation between prisons and religious organizations working with convicts in prisons.
Russia's historical experience of regulating the legal status of the religious property when executing criminal punishment in the form of imprisonment needs critical research considering the current status of the Church in the society's political system, which differs a lot from the pre-revolutionary period. The major difference is in the fact that in the Tzarist Russia the Church together with all its attributes was a serious institution of the state administration, including the penal system. On the other hand, the positive examples of ministering in prisons should be reproduced from our history to the maximum possible extent. This is because for centuries the ROC has been paying much attention to the places for confinement and satisfying the religious needs of convicts, supporting them spiritually and financially, helping them to meet the demand in food, clothes etc.
The ROC representatives actually "came to prisons" with establishing of the Prison Guarding Society in 1819. The first Prison Guarding Society was created on July 19, 1819 in St. Petersburg with the permission of Emperor Alexander I. Each province had a local committee of the society, and each district had its division. This organization was set a task of the moral correction of criminals and improving the conditions of their maintenance. With the help of the society's committees, church servicing was started in prisons, prison libraries were organized, priests and other members of the committees got an unrestricted access to prisons and could communicate with the convicts at any time [3, p. 112] .
Under the guidance of the Society's committees, a significant amount of churches and prayer rooms were opened in prisons, religious training was included into the timetable of the arrestees who were to attend such classes. It is noteworthy that such ROC activities in jails and prisons, including among convicts sentenced to penal servitude, was regulated in detail by the legislation of that period. The principal legislative act regulating the issues under research was the Charter "On the Detention of Persons" (issued in 1890) containing chapters and sections about ministering in prisons.
It was defined that building of churches in prisons and proper maintenance of all the prison churches was the subject of guidance and activities of the Prison Guarding Society (Article 68 of Section 8 of the Charter) [10, pp. 385-394] . With this, the decisions on the particular prisons for ministering, the number of churchmen and the size of their salary were taken by the Ministry of Justice upon the recommendation of the Central Prison Administration (CPA).
The church maintenance expenses were calculated based on the general budget for churchmen, doctors and the clerical office in prisons (Article 38 of the Charter). As churches in prisons were organized specially for the convicts, and unauthorized persons were not admitted, there were no traditional sources of the church fund replenishment. The source for maintaining the prison churches were the money of the local divisions of the Prison Guarding Society and donations of private individuals. For these reasons, prison churches, having no parish, were not subject to paying taxes for the diocese needs.
The issues of the legal status of the priests and churches, the duties and rights of the priests in the places for confinement were in detail settled in the Instruction of the prison warden. This document also regulated some issues of administration, it was stated that administrating of particular places of confinement was performed by priests, deacons, psalmists assigned to these places ( §24 of Article 25 of the Instruction).
It is notable that the Instruction of the prison warden also regulated civil legal relations associated with the use of prison churches, building of new churches and filling them with church tools and all the necessary equipment.
Thus, many of the forms and methods of the Society committees' activities and organization of religious ministering in places for confinement can be used today. In the legislative acts of the past we can find not only examples of religious education Е. В. Блинкова В , . Н. Чорный of the convicts but also examples of the religious property accounting methods and the methods to construct new churches which are still functioning today. The experience of the church charities and rendering assistance to the convicts, including that involving money and goods, is also not of little importance.
Conclusions
The research conducted shows that in the process of the ROC and the penal system cooperation, the conditions have been created for the establishment of the institution of prison ministering and for enshrining its fundamentals in the legislation. With this, there is a number of problems (discussed and researched in the article) which have not been settled for a long period of time. One of them is the clear legal status of the property for religious purposes in the places for confinement and the codification of the forms of this property ownership, as well as of the guarantees for the owners. Another one is inventorying and accounting of such property in accordance with the legally established procedure.
The number of churches, other buildings and other places of religious cult is increasing in the penal system, so it is necessary to solve the issues of developing the legal basis of cult objects in the penal system. A joint program (by the ROC and the penal system) is necessary. меры не только религиозного просвещения за-ключенных но и учета имущества религиозного , назначения указания на способы строительства , тюремных храмов которые функционируют и , сегодня Немаловажным является и опыт це . р -ковной благотворительности оказание помощи , заключенным в том числе имущественной и , денежной.
Выводы
Проведенное исследование позволяет за-ключить что в процессе взаимодейс , твия РПЦ и уголовно-исполнительной системы созданы условия для формирования института тюремно-го служения и закрепления его основ в закон о-дательстве Вместе с тем существует ряд пр . о -блем освещенных и исследованных в статье ( ) , не решаемых в течение длительного времени. Одна из них -правовая определенность имуще-ства религиозного назначения в местах лишения свободы нормативное закрепление форм влад , е -ния этим имуществом а также гарантий для со , б -ственников Другая .
-проведение его инвентари-зации и учета в установленном законом порядке.
В УИС увеличивается количество храмов, иных зданий и мест для осуществления религи-озного культа Необходимо продолжать работу . по формированию правовой базы культовых объектов в УИС Нужна совместная УИС и . ( РПЦ программа решения эт ) и х з а д а ч . 
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